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Abstract
Industry 4.0 enable novel business cases, such as client-specific production, real-time monitoring of process condition and

progress, independent decision making and remote maintenance, to name a few. However, they are more susceptible to a

broad range of cyber threats because of limited resources and heterogeneous nature. Such risks cause financial and

reputational damages for businesses, well as the theft of sensitive information. The higher level of diversity in industrial

network prevents the attackers from such attacks. Therefore, to efficiently detect the intrusions, a novel intrusion detection

system known as Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory based Explainable Artificial Intelligence framework (BiLSTM-

XAI) is developed. Initially, the preprocessing task using data cleaning and normalization is performed to enhance the data

quality for detecting network intrusions. Subsequently, the significant features are selected from the databases using the

Krill herd optimization (KHO) algorithm. The proposed BiLSTM-XAI approach provides better security and privacy inside

the industry networking system by detecting intrusions very precisely. In this, we utilized SHAP and LIME explainable AI

algorithms to improve interpretation of prediction results. The experimental setup is made by MATLAB 2016 software

using Honeypot and NSL-KDD datasets as input. The analysis result reveals that the proposed method achieves superior

performance in detecting intrusions with a classification accuracy of 98.2%.

Keywords Industry 4.0 � Cyber security � Krill herd optimization algorithm � Explainable artificial intelligence �
Bidirectional long short-term memory

1 Introduction

The fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0) has been

recently one of the key areas of discussion and research in

the fields of engineering and management by academia and

industry [1]. Digitalization has been recognized as a fea-

sible technique to address the difficulties with the rise of

industry 4.0 [2]. The concept of Industry 4.0 is built on

developing technologies like cloud computing (CC), deep

learning, fog computing, artificial intelligence (AI), and so

on. Agriculture 4.0 is the fourth agricultural revolution that

is expected to be accelerated by Industry 4.0 [3]. Tech-

niques for Big Data Processing and algorithms are also

widely utilized, to enhance security, efficiency, and system

scalability. By exploiting virtual resources, Cloud tech-

nology establishes lowering costs, enhancing scalability

and Cloud Manufacturing. To enable the sophisticated

smart home system these technologies will have an impact

not only in the manufacturing sector but also in day-to-day

life by transforming traditional devices into smart products.

Furthermore, the technologies have resulted in the rise of

new business models like ‘‘multi-sided digital platforms’’,

which are firms capable of linking two or more groups of

people through a digital platform [4]. The primary goal of

developing an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is to

detect various kinds of suspicious network behavior that a

standard firewall cannot detect. Sensors, a detection engine,

and a console are common components of an intrusion

detection system. The various forms of IDS are utilized in

several industrial applications [5]. There are two types of

security-based solutions such as strategies for prevention

and procedures for detection. Authentication and encryp-

tion are utilized in strategies based on prevention to protect
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against possible attacks [6]. When preventative approaches

fail the methods based on detection are employed. Signa-

ture detection is one of the detecting methods. For identi-

fying malicious traffic, this approach employs well-known

patterns known as Detecting anomalies. To detect anoma-

lous activity in the system by hybrid methods these

detection approaches have intended that merge one/more

methods. A passive Intrusion Detection System is one in

which a security breach is detected by an Intrusion

Detection System sensor, the event is logged, and the

console is notified [7].

Also, the industrial production environment’s security

landscape is developing fast [8]. To begin with, linking

historically separated industries to the Internet implies that

the ‘‘air gap’’ idea no longer protects them. Cloud services

and wireless communications are rapidly being used in

Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPSs) to connect

various stakeholders along the supply chain, thus expand-

ing the attack surface [9]. Attackers use the vulnerabilities

to access the system and to have more serious effects.

Therefore, for protecting the network perimeter effective

IDS is established which is critical to interact freely

without imposing excessive access controls while enabling

various subsystems [10]. Numerous machine learning and

deep learning techniques were developed in the recent

years however, they are more susceptible to a broad range

of cyber threats because of limited resources and hetero-

geneous nature. Such risks cause financial and reputational

damages for businesses, well as the theft of sensitive

information. To efficiently detect the intrusions, a novel

intrusion detection system known as Bidirectional Long

Short-Term Memory based Explainable Artificial Intelli-

gence framework (BiLSTM-XAI) is developed in this

paper. The prime contribution of this work is described as

follows.

• The proposed BiLSTM-XAI approach provides better

security and privacy inside the industry networking

system by detecting intrusions with explanations.

• The significant features are selected from the databases

using the Krill herd optimization (KHO) algorithm.

• Comparing the performance of the proposed method

with the existing method in terms of different metrics to

determine the effectiveness of the approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2

illustrates the related literary works introduced by different

authors based on intrusion detection systems. Section 3

depicts the proposed methodology consisting of different

portions such as data pre-processing, feature selection and

classification. Section 4 portrays the results and their dis-

cussions and finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related works

Alohali et al. [11] introduced an artificial intelligence-en-

abled multimodal fusion-based intrusion detection system

(AIMMF-IDS) for CCPS (cognitive cyber-physical system)

in the environment industry 4.0. The CCPS has various

limitations and security issues due to its challenging

design. The artificial intelligence model was established for

addressing the cyber security issues in the environment of

industry 4.0. The results showed the detection performance

was enhanced and the local optima problem was removed.

Tahir et al. [12] proposed an experience-driven attack

design with federated learning-based intrusion detection

(EDADFL-ID) in industry 4.0. The false data injection

attack (FDIA) detection algorithm was employed in

industry 4.0 but it was broken the data privacy and the

performance effectiveness of the distributed and dynamic

environments were destroyed. To solve the issues, the

EDADFL-ID method was introduced. The result showed

the distributed environment has very high detection accu-

racy but suffers with security related problems.

The fast anomaly identification-based multi-aspect data

streams (MDS-AD) for intelligence intrusion detection in

industry 4.0 was established by Qi et al. [13]. The novel

anomaly detection method has the combination of PCA,

LSH (locality-sensitive hashing) and isolation forest tech-

nique. The proposed method followed some properties to

achieve good results such as (a) the multi-aspect data was

operated by LSH (b) the proposed method predicted the

group anomalies from the results (c) the dimensionality

was reduced by PCA. The experiments were conducted in

the UNSW-NB15 dataset and it showed the best results.

The drawback of this technique was information leakage

while performing data reduction process.

Yang et al. [14] explained the stacked one-class broad

learning system (ST-OCBLS) method for intrusion detec-

tion in industry 4.0. The ST-OCBLS method was used to

efficiently keep the advantages of the training process. The

network traffic data’s hidden features were learned by

using the decoding and encoding mechanism of the ST-

OCBLS method. The experiments were conducted through

various real-world intrusion detection tasks for obtaining

the best performance and high-efficiency range when it

faced difficulties in network data.

Ibitoye O et al. [15] developed a deep learning method

for the detection of security threats in the case of IoT

networks using python language. When comparing Self-

normalizing Neural Networks (SNN) with Feed-forward

Neural Networks (FNN), the accuracy rate of SNN IDS

was 5% higher while using adversarial samples. A boT-IoT

dataset is obtained for the analysis of the adversarial attack.

Self-normalizing features are extracted from the
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adversarial samples. Saghezchi et al. [16] expressed a

machine learning approach for detecting the distributed

denial-of-service (DDoS) attack in industry 4.0. The net-

work traffic data were gathered from the real-world semi-

conductor production factory for predicting the limitations

of an existing method. The traffic features in the dataset

were extracted using Netmat tool. The 45 bidirectional

network flow features were extracted and various labeled

datasets were designed for the testing and training model of

the machine learning method. The experimental results

showed superior performance in accuracy and false-posi-

tive rate.

The novel collaborative learning-based intrusion detec-

tion system to predict intrusion in industry 4.0 was devel-

oped by Khoa et al. [17]. In collaborative learning, the

filters were developed for preventing and detecting cyber-

attacks. The data were collected with the help of filters in

the network to train the cyber attack detection model-based

deep learning algorithm. The trained model was shared

with IoT gateways for improving the accuracy rate to

detect the intrusion. The simulation was performed in real

datasets and the result showed enhanced accuracy range

and reduced network traffic during data exchanging

process.

Li et.al [18] presented a new federated deep learning

mechanism ‘‘DeepFed’’ to detect intrusions that are

threatening industrial cyber physical systems (CPSs). Ini-

tially, by the utilization of convolutional neural network

and gated recurrent unit (CNN-GRU) modules, the pres-

ence of cyber threats was detected. Subsequently, security,

as well as privacy, was enhanced by adopting Paillier based

secure communication protocol. The potential of DeepFed

was examined by using a real industrial CPS dataset and

the results revealed their greater performance.

Chowdhury et al. [19] discussed the AI-assisted web

applications for COVID-19 vaccine prioritization. The

XGBoost and random forest classifiers were utilized for

training the designs and predicting the risk factors. The

optimal vaccine distribution was finished by utilizing the

predicted risk class. The deep learning algorithms were

employed for enhancing the efficiency and accuracy of the

prototype. But it had a limitation with high cost.

Krishnaveni et al. [20] discussed network intrusion

detection for cloud computing based on feature selection

and ensemble classification methods. Honeypot, NSL, and

Kyoto were the datasets utilized for performing the statis-

tical analysis. Experimentation results demonstrated that

the scheme honeypot dataset was more effective and better

when compared to other approaches. On the other hand, the

detection rate was low.

Krishnaveni et al. [21] presented the effective feature

classification and selection by ensemble approach for net-

work intrusion detection based on cloud computing. The

univariate ensemble feature selection method was utilized

for selecting the valuable minimized feature sets with the

intrusion datasets. The objective of the ensemble approach

was to enhance the prediction accuracy. Experimentation

results showed that the scheme acquired high accuracy and

robustness with different classification tasks. But, the

ensemble approach is failed to replace the deep neural

network design.

Barnard et al. [22] discussed robust network intrusion

detection by utilizing explainable artificial intelligence.

The extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) design was

carried out for performing the supervised intrusion detec-

tions. The NSL-KDD database was utilized for evaluating

the performance. Experimentation results showed that the

scheme outperformed in detecting the attacks when com-

pared to other approaches. But, it failed for supporting the

multiclass classification.

Liu et al. [23] presented the framework to enhance the

AI for detecting the intrusion by utilizing the data cleaning

methods. The data cleaning and Explainable artificial

intelligence (XAI) techniques were employed for enhanc-

ing the understandability and explainability of the intrusion

detection alerts. The results demonstrated that the usage of

AI explainability and data-cleaning methods provided

quality explanations for the analysts. On the other hand, the

algorithm’s performances were not provided through the

AIX360 toolkit. Table 1 presents the summary of the

contributions of the existing method.

Motivated by the above mentioned state of art tech-

niques, this paper intends to present a novel intrusion

detection mechanism using BiLSTM-XAI approach which

provides better security and privacy inside the industry

networking system.

3 Proposed methodology

This section provides a detailed description of the proposed

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory based Explainable

Artificial Intelligence (BiLSTM-XAI) framework for

accurate detection of industrial network intrusions. The

intrusion detection system is comprised of three phases,

namely pre-processing, feature selection and classification.

In pre-processing, the data are cleaned and normalized and

thus increasing the quality of data. Then the significant data

features are extracted by means of feature selection process

using the krill herd optimization (KHO) algorithm. Finally,

the classification is carried out using the BiLSTM-XAI

approach which classifies the data and detects the presence

of intrusions accurately. These procedures are described

elaborately in the following sub-sections. Figure 1 portrays

the block diagram of the proposed intrusion detection

system.
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3.1 Data pre-processing

In a particular dataset, the data ranges are modified in data

preprocessing to enhance the information acquisition and

its operation [24]. High contrast variation is found between

the maximum and minimum range of the dataset. During

this process, the normalization of data reduces the diffi-

culties in an algorithm. Data normalization has greater

power while applying the classification of algorithms in

neural networks. If the neural network gains a back-prop-

agation technique, then the neural network is fully efficient

and it will accelerate the training speed because of input

normalization.

3.1.1 Data cleaning

The data redundancies, noises, errors and unwanted

observations present in the dataset are removed using data

cleaning procedure. This process permits only the relevant

data to further process.

3.1.2 Normalization function

Data scaling plays a major role in the normalization

function, which has a minimum and maximum algorithm,

this will transform the net data value between [- 1, 1] and

[0, 1]. The below equation gives the normalization formula,

Table 1 Summary of existing works

Authors, Year

and Refs no.

Technique Objective Advantages Disadvantages

Alohali et al.

(2022) and

[11]

AIMMF-IDS Artificial intelligence model was

established for addressing the

cyber security issues

Detection performance was

enhanced and the local optima

problem was removed

High-fidelity simulations were hard

to maintain as well as

computationally costly to run

Tahir et al.

(2021) and

[12]

EDADFL-ID To solve the issues, the

EDADFL-ID method was

introduced

Very high detection accuracy Suffers from security related issues

Qi et al.

(2021)and

[13]

MDS-AD To achieve good results Dimensionality was reduced by

PCA

High computation time

Yang et al.

(2022) and

[14]

ST-OCBLS Obtaining the best performance

and high-efficiency range

High-efficiency range Noise has severely affected the

system’s effectiveness

Ibitoye et al.

(2019) and

[15]

FNN For classifying intrusion attacks

in IoT networks

High accuracy rate the Bad packets were generated

from software bugs

Saghezchi

et al. (2022)

and [16]

Bidirectional

network

Predicting the limitations of an

existing method

Superior performance in

accuracy and false-positive

rate

High loss rate

Khoa et al.

(2020) and

[17]

Collaborative

Learning

technique

For improving the accuracy rate

to detect the intrusion

Network traffic was reduced The accuracy of intrusion detection

was influenced by less number of

training data

Li et.al (2019)

and [18]

CNN To enhance privacy and security Security, as well as privacy, was

enhanced

incapability to deal with different

domain industrial CPSs

Chowdhury

et al. (2022)

and [19]

Deep learning

algorithms

Training the designs and

predicting the risk factors

Risk factors were predicted High cost

Krishnaveni

et al. (2022)

and [20]

Ensemble

classification

method

To perform the statistical analysis Honeypot dataset was more

effective

Low detection rate

Krishnaveni

et al.(2021)

and [21]

Ensemble

approach

Enhancing the prediction

accuracy

High accuracy The ensemble approach is failed to

replace the deep neural network

design

Barnard et al.

(2022) and

[22]

Extreme gradient

boosting

(XGBoost)

design

Performing the supervised

intrusion detections

High detection accuracy It failed to support the multiclass

classification

Liu et al.

(2021)and

[23]

Explainable

artificial

intelligence

(XAI)

Enhancing the understandability

and explainability of the

intrusion detection alerts

High efficiency Poor system performances
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I ¼ d � dMIN

dMAX � dMIN

ð1Þ

From Eq. (1), the term I signifies the converted input

value (i.e., normalized value). Also, the term d signifies

actual value; dMAX and dMIN denote the maximum and

minimum values of input variable d, respectively.

3.2 Feature selection process for IDS

As a frequent practice to select significant feature subsets,

the feature selection process is gaining more attention [25].

Due to large dimensional and multiple featured data, the

intrusion detection accuracy of model gets affected. The

data features belonging to various classes contain different

attributes and insignificant features that might cause the

classifier to misclassify. The feature selection process

minimizes data complexities by removing insignificant

features from the dataset. It not only extracts redundant

data but also reduces false positive rates in detecting

intrusion. Moreover, it increases detection speed with a

reduction in computation payload. Thus, the feature

selection process creates more impact on detection accu-

racy and generalization capability of the model. Therefore,

in this paper, we introduced the krill herd optimization

(KHO) algorithm for feature selection which effectively

selects the feature subsets by reducing data dimension and

increasing detection accuracy and detection speed of

intrusion detection system. A brief description of this KHO

algorithm is modeled as follows.

3.2.1 Krill herd optimization (KHO) algorithm

The KHO algorithm simulated the krill behavior whereas

every individual of the KH created their contribution with

the process of moving [26]. The best solution is acquired

when the krill individuals identify the food center. The

KHO algorithm is according to the lagrangian as well as

krill individual’s evolution behavior with the capability to

do exploitation and exploration in the optimization issues.

In this KHO algorithm, the random value performs an

important role. The time-dependent position of the indi-

vidual’s krill is calculated on the basis of three actions and

they are; random diffusion, foraging activity and the

movement induction of the krill individual. The KHO

algorithm adopts the d-dimensional search space lagran-

gian design and it is expressed in the below equation;

oZj
ot

¼ Ojj þ Gjj þ Ejj ð2Þ

Here, the terms Ojj, Gjj and Ejj indicates search

agent’s movement induction, foraging behavior and ran-

dom diffusion, respectively. The optimization commences

by initializing the parameters such as maximum diffusion

speed EMAX, krill position Zj, maximal foraging speed mg,
maximal induced speed oMAX, the maximal number of

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed intrusion detection system
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iterations JMAX and numbers of krill O. Compute the

movement for every krill. The communal effects between

krill individuals lead to movements and they attempt to

conserve the higher density. rj denote the motion induction

direction and which is evaluated with the local target and

the density of the repulsive swarm. Then it is expressed as;

OjNEWj ¼ oMAXrj þ xoOj
old
j ð3Þ

The inertia weight is represented by xo, the last motion is

denoted by OjOLDj and maximal induced speed is repre-

sented as oMAX.

rj ¼ rLOj þ rsj ð4Þ

rLOj ¼
XOo

k¼1

ĵj;kŶj;k ð5Þ

Ŷj;k ¼
Yk � Yj

Yk � Yj
�� ��þ a

ð6Þ

ĵj;k ¼
jj � jk

jWO � jBEST
ð7Þ

The worst and best krill individuals are represented by

jBEST and jWO. The smaller positive number is represented

by a. The numbers of neighbors are denoted by Oo. Also,

the terms rsj and rLOj denote target direction effect and

local effect offered by neighbors, respectively; jj and jk
depicts fitness function of jth krill and kth neighbor,

respectively; Yk and Yj indicates the corresponding posi-

tions of jth krill and kth neighbor, respectively.

rsj ¼ DBESTĵj;BESTŶj;BEST ð8Þ

DBEST represents the krill individual efficient individual

through best fitness is expressed in the below equation;

DBEST ¼ 2 <þ J

JMAX

� �
ð9Þ

Et;j ¼
1

5O

XO

k¼1

Yj � Yk ð10Þ

where < depicts random value which lies in the range [0,1],

J signifies current iteration, Et;j indicates sensing distance.

The foraging movement is defined as which is according

to food location and previous experiences with the food

location. Then it is expressed as;

Gjj ¼ mggj þ xgGj
OLD
j ð11Þ

Inertia weight with foraging movement is represented by

xg, gj signifies fitness value of jth krill and the krill best

objective is represented by gBESTj .

gj ¼ gFOODj þ gBESTj ð12Þ

gFOODj ¼ DFOODĵj;FOODŶj;FOOD ð13Þ

The food coefficients are represented by DFOOD and it is

expressed as;

DFOOD ¼ 2 1� J

JMAX

� �
ð14Þ

The jth krill individual best objectives are determined by

gBESTj and it is expressed in the below equation

gBESTj ¼ ĵj;jBEST Ŷj;jBEST ð15Þ

The food centers for iterations are computed and it is

expressed as;

YFOOD ¼
PO

j¼1
1
jj
Yj

PO
j¼1

1
jj

ð16Þ

The physical diffusion movement is described on the

basis of the diffusion speed for maximum and the random

direction vectors are expressed in the below equation;

Ejj ¼ EMAX 1� J

JMAX

� �
U ð17Þ

The random direction vector is represented by U which

lies between - 1 and 1.

To enhance the performance of KHO, the genetic

reproduction mechanisms mutation and crossover are

merged through KHO.

The below expression represents the crossover function

of Yj0s nth component,

Yj;n ¼
Ys;n; <j;n\co
Yj;n; else

�
ð18Þ

Then, crossover probability co ¼ 0:2ĵj;jBEST

Yj;n ¼
YhBEST;n þ m Yq;n � Yr;n

� �
<j;n\Nu

Yj;n else

�
ð19Þ

The mutation probability is denoted by Nu and it is set to

Nu ¼ 0:05=ĵj;jBEST.
The krill’s position vector in the interval t þ Dtj j is

found using below expression,

Yj t þ Dtð Þ ¼ Yj tð Þ þ Dt
oYJ
ot

ð20Þ

3.3 Classification using BiLSTM-explainable
artificial intelligence (BiLSTM-XAI)

In IDS, the classification task becomes an indispensable

step, in which it classifies the input databases into two

distinct categories by detecting whether the network is

affected by any intrusions or not. To achieve efficient

classification results, we developed a Bidirectional Long
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Short-Term Memory based Explainable Artificial Intelli-

gence framework (BiLSTM-XAI) which determines the

presence of any unauthorized and abnormal behavior of the

network accurately. The elaborated illustrations of these

techniques are detailed in the following sub-sections.

3.3.1 Bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM)

The information in Bidirectional Long-Short Term Mem-

ory (BiLSTM) is stored both forward and backward of the

neural network [27]. The LSTM model is given an encoded

sequence of Inception model characteristics. From sign

language videos the temporal information/characteristics

are extracted utilizing the LSTM models. LSTM cells

comprise the LSTM model, which is utilized to discover

long-range contextual links as well as to understand com-

mon temporal patterns in the input sequences from learned

feature sequences.

jp ¼ l Zj � dp�1; gp�1; yp
� 	

þ aj
� �

ð21Þ

ep ¼ l Ze � dp�1; gp�1; yp
� 	

þ ae
� �

ð22Þ

dp ¼ ep � dp�1 þ jp � ~dp ð23Þ

qp ¼ l Z� � dp; gp�1; yp
� 	

þ a�
� �

ð24Þ

gp ¼ qp � tanh dp
� �

ð25Þ

yp, gp and dp denote the input sequence, the output

sequence, and the memory’s state at any given time p.

Also, the input gate, the forget gate, and output gate are

denoted by jp, ep and qp. The corresponding bias vectors of

input gate, forget gate and output gate are denoted as aj, ae

and a�.The activations of the cells are depicted utilizing ~d.

These values are the same size as the input vector. Non-

linear sigmoid functions are represented by the symbol l.
An LSTM layer made up of stacked LSTM cells can

communicate and utilize similar weights as another layer.

To create LSTM of the bidirectional/unidirectional these

LSTM layers can be utilized. Here, in a BiLSTM the two

layers work in opposite temporal directions. In the finding

of long-term bidirectional relationships between time steps,

these layers are utilized. Therefore, the output included

features from both past time steps, and the future time step

is one of the benefits of utilizing BiLSTM. Two bidirec-

tional LSTM layers, each one with 256 stacked LSTM

blocks are made of the BiLSTM model. To classify

encoded sequences the softmax is employed after the

BiLSTM layers. The Inception model after training, then

feed the extracted features to the BiLSTM model and from

the temporal sequences the features are extracted.

3.3.2 Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI)

The development of XAI techniques is to accomplish

higher transparency and generate more explanations for AI

system [28]. The XAI field of research is exploring

numerous mechanisms that will permit the performance of

autonomous intelligent systems to be understandable and

interpretable to human beings. The interaction between

humans and machines is bridging the gap between social

science and data science that leads to advanced AI tech-

nology and also contributes toward accountable, transpar-

ent and reasonable AI. Generally, a detailed explanation

paves the way to analyze the strengths and constraints of

learning frameworks and thus facilitates trustworthy and

understandability of the model. Post hoc explanation is a

kind of explanation model which extracts the data based on

black box model for making better decisions. It offers

valuable data predominantly for both the end-users and

practitioners by providing instant explanation instead of

internal working. The main objective of XAI is to improve

the transparency of learning techniques in making deci-

sions regarding predicted output. In this paper, two post

hoc explanation models such as SHAP and LIME are

employed which are deliberated briefly as follows.

3.3.2.1 Local interpretable model-agnostic explanations
(LIME) The LIME approach produces explanations for all

the instances generated by the black box model. The

explanation of the LIME model depends on the perfor-

mance of classifier in the closeness of data instances to be

described based on local surrogate model that is numeri-

cally illustrated in equation format as follows.

ExplanationðyÞ ¼ ArgMinG2g

Z
F;G; py
� �

þW Gð Þ ð26Þ

Here,y signifies the data instances to be explained,R
F;G; py
� �

depicts fidelity term, W Gð Þ represents com-

plexity term, F denote black box model and G implies the

explained data instance. The local surrogate model

attempts to harmonize the data instance closeness to the

predicted result. In the initial stage, the LIME model uti-

lized perturbation concept to produce data features from

the raw databases. Unlike this, the LIME model is imple-

mented in different means by the consideration of uni-

variate distributed features to determine the distribution of

all features. Based on the frequency of data classes the

sampling is made for categorical features while for

numerical features three alternatives are followed. Initially,

the raw database is assembled into bins depending on

quantiles; a single bin is selected randomly from the group

and sampled consistently between maximum and minimum

of chosen bins. Next, LIME resembles the actual distri-

bution of numerical features via normal distribution. Then,
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by means of kernel density function, the original distribu-

tion of numerical features is approximated.

3.3.2.2 Shapley additive explanations (SHAP) For gener-

ating the explanations the Shapley additive explanations

(SHAP) are utilized through the evaluation of a second

human [2]. The SHAP gradient explainer and deep SHAP

explainer combined the ideas with the integrated gradient.

The kernel SHAP algorithm is selected for the current

study. It is the model-agnostic approach and it is used for

evaluating the SHAP values. SHAP kernel explainer

operates for all designs but it is slowest than other design

class-specific algorithms. It provides the best results and it

also provided accurate SHAP values. The features contri-

bution toward the prediction of model’s output is described

by each SHAP value. The SHAP makes the learning

technique more explainable by visualizing the contribution

of each feature. This method utilized the coalition’s con-

cept for computing the SHAP values.

/k yð Þ ¼ 1

N

XN

n¼1

/n
k ð27Þ

/n
k ¼ ĝ ynþk

� �
� ĝ yn�k

� �
ð28Þ

The term /k yð Þ describes the Shapley feature values of

predicted y instances, /n
k signifies mean marginal contri-

bution, ĝ ynþk

� �
depicts black box prediction without

replacement of kth feature and ĝ yn�k

� �
implies black box

prediction with replacement of kth feature.

3.3.3 Combined BiLSTM-XAI approach for efficient
intrusion detection

Figure 2 describes the proposed BiLSTM-XAI approach to

efficiently classify the intrusions present in the industrial

network. The step by step procedure of BiLSTM-XAI

approach is described as follows.

Step 1 The input databases, namely Honeypot and NSL-

KDD, are injected into the BiLSTM framework that clas-

sifies the data features and detects the abnormal features if

any present in the network.

Step 2 The extracted features of the BiLSTM framework

may contain some inappropriate loss functions.

Step 3 Due to the loss functions, the detection accuracy

gets diminished thereby causing misclassification results.

Step 4 Therefore, it necessitates interpretable explana-

tions with justifications for the misclassified result to pre-

vent the network from future attacks.

Step 5 This mechanism improves the transparency of the

proposed intrusion detection system in making decisions

regarding interpretation of predictions.

Step 6 To make this happen, this paper introduced the

explainable AI models, namely LIME and SHAP models.

Step 7 The XAI approaches increase the interpretation

efficiency by its ability to understand the impact of the

malicious data.

Step 8 Thus, the BiLSTM-XAI approach determines the

presence of any unauthorized and abnormal behavior (i.e.,

intrusions) of the network.

4 Result and discussion

In this section, the performance analysis based on the

intrusion detection system is presented. The simulations are

implemented in MATLAB 2016 (a) in a system containing

an i3 processor and 4 GB RAM. The proposed method is

examined by two datasets, namely Honeypot and NSL-

KDD, respectively [29]. The datasets are partitioned into

two sub-classes for training and testing with the proportion

70:30, respectively. The parameter settings of the algo-

rithm are depicted in Table 2.

4.1 Performance metrics

Some of the performance metrics such as accuracy (A),

precision (P), specificity (SP), F1-score, Recall (R ) and

Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) are applied to

evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method. Also,

runtime and speedup time are computed. The mathematical

expression for each metric is given below.

Accuracy ðAÞ ¼ tpos þ tneg
tpos þ fpos þ tneg þ fneg

ð29Þ

Precision ðPÞ ¼ tpos
tpos þ fpos

ð30Þ

Specificity ðSPÞ ¼ tneg
tneg þ fpos

ð31Þ

Recall ðRÞ ¼ tpos
tpos þ fneg

ð32Þ

F1� score ¼ tpos
fposþfnegð Þ

2
þ tpos

ð33Þ

MCC ¼ tpos � tneg � fpos � fnegffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tpos þ fneg
� �

tpos þ fpos
� �

tneg þ fpos
� �

tneg þ fneg
� �q

ð34Þ

4.1.1 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

The ROC curve is formed by calculating the true positive

value against the false positive value at a variety of

thresholds.
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The term tpos; tneg; fpos; fneg in the equations represents

true positives, true negatives, false positives and false

negatives, respectively.

4.2 Dataset description

The dataset details are listed below in Table 3.

4.2.1 Dataset 1: honeypot

Five features like source_port_number, start_time,

source_ip_address, destination_ip_address and source_-

port_number are dropped. In categorical features, one-hot

encoding is applied so that 47 features were formed

including labels and by using the Min–Max scaler, those

extracted features are normalized. Without the label, a total

of 45 features are available.

4.2.2 Dataset 2: NSL-KDD

By the utilization of Min–Max scalar, the numerical fea-

tures are normalized and then via one hot encoding pro-

cess, the categorical features are transformed into number

Fig. 2 Proposed BiLSTM-XAI

approach

Table 2 Parameter settings

Parameters Ranges

Size of the population 50

Maximum number of iterations 100

Diffusion speed 0.006

Foraging speed 0.2

Learning rate 0.001

Batch size 64

Dropout rate 0.5

Table 3 Dataset description
Dataset Number of features available Number of features selected

Honeypot 47 45

NSL-KDD 124 122
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Fig. 3 Performance analysis of various attacks in Honeypot dataset. a Accuracy, b precision, c recall, d specificity, e F1-score
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of dummy numerical values. This procedure makes 42

features of dataset to increase its number and thereby

forming 124 features with labels and 122 features without

labels.

4.3 Performance analysis

This section describes the performance analysis of two

different datasets with respect to the different attacks of

both datasets. Also, various performance metrics like

accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, F1-score and ROC

curve are graphically analyzed and discussed below. Fig-

ure 3 depicts the evaluation of the performance rate of

dataset-1 Honeypot with various attacks. Different attacks

like Glastopt, Dionaea, Cowrie and Canarytokens are

analyzed. The graph is plotted between different attacks

and performance rates. The accuracy, precision, recall,

specificity, and F1-score of each attack are graphically

represented. The analysis shows that the proposed method

has obtained higher efficiency in detecting various attacks

with a better performance rate. The accuracy rate of

Glastopt, Dionaea, Cowrie and Canarytokens in the

Honeypot dataset is 95.4, 96.8, 94 and 97.2%. Table 4

describes the result of classification performance with and

without feature selection method.

The graphical representation of performance analysis of

the NSL-KDD dataset with different attacks such as DoS,

R2L, U2R and Probe are shown in Fig. 4. The accuracy,

precision, recall, specificity, and F1-score of each attack

are determined and analyzed. The result shows that the

performance rate of all attacks has achieved better effi-

ciency. The accuracy rate of DoS, R2L, U2R and Probe in

the NSL-KDD dataset is 96, 95.6, 97.2 and 95.6%. The

confusion matrix for attack detection is given in Fig. 5.

Figure 5a shows the confusion matrix of Honeypot dataset,

here the Glastopt attack has achieved higher accuracy of

93.24%. Figure 5b portrays the confusion matrix of NSL-

KDD dataset, here the DoS attack has obtained higher

performance accuracy of about 96.48%.

Figure 6 represents the analysis of the detection rate of

Honeypot and NSL-KDD datasets. The graph shows that

the Honeypot dataset has achieved a higher detection rate

compared to the NSL-KDD dataset. The obtained detection

rate of Honeypot is 97.2% and the NSL-KDD dataset is

95.8%, respectively.

The performance rate evaluation of various metrics like

accuracy, specificity, precision, recall and F1-score are

graphically represented in Fig. 7. The proposed BiLSTM-

XAI method achieves greater performance rate than other

compared methods. From the graph, the proposed

BiLSTM-XAI method attains better accuracy of 98.4%,

precision of 95.8%, specificity of 95.9%, recall of 97.2%

and F1-score of 95.1% while other methods obtained

slightly lesser values than the proposed method. Figure 8

illustrates the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

curve analysis of various methods. The proposed BiLSTM-

XAI method achieves a higher ROC rate compared to

DeepFed, AIMMF-IDS, EDADFL-ID and MDS-AD.

Figures 9a, b depict the comparative analysis of various

methods in terms of different attacks in the Honeypot

dataset and NSL-KDD dataset. The Honeypot dataset has

four different attacks like Glastopt, Dionaea, Cowrie and

Canarytokens whereas the NSL-KDD dataset comprises

DoS, R2L, U2R and Probe attacks. The attack values of the

proposed BiLSTM-XAI method are higher when compared

to existing methods. From the comparative analysis, the

performance of the proposed BiLSTM-XAI method is

higher and the NSL-KDD dataset achieves better perfor-

mance than dataset - 1.

4.4 Discussions

The comparative analysis of classification accuracy of

various methods is shown in Fig. 10. The proposed

BiLSTM-XAI method is compared with federated deep

learning mechanism (DeepFed), artificial intelligence

enabled multimodal fusion-based intrusion detection sys-

tem(AIMMF-IDS), experience driven attack design with

federated learning based intrusion detection (EDADFL-ID)

and Multi-Aspect Data Streams-anomaly detection(MDS-

AD). The classification accuracy of the proposed BiLSTM-

XAI method is higher with compared to the existing

methods. From the comparative analysis, the classification

accuracy of the proposed BiLSTM-XAI method is about

98.2%. Figure 11 shows the Matthews correlation coeffi-

cient (MCC) analysis with respect to different methods.

The proposed BiLSTM-XAI method achieves high MCC

rate of about 0.96 while others produced less rate as

compared to proposed method.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel intrusion detection system is pro-

posed to provide security and privacy inside the industry

networking system. The proposed intrusion detection

Table 4 Analysis of prediction performance with and without feature

selection method

Accuracy (%)

Classifier without KHO method Classifier with KHO method

92.35% 98.2%
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Fig. 4 Performance analysis of various attacks in NSL-KDD dataset. a Accuracy, b precision, c recall, d specificity, e F1-score
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model uses the krill herd optimization (KHO) algorithm to

effectively select or extract the significant features from the

databases and then classified using BiLSTM based

explainable AI (BiLSTM-XAI) framework. This frame-

work offers effective monitoring of industry 4.0 applica-

tions against intrusions such as abnormal behaviors and

unauthorized access. The implementation of XAI models

reduces the complexities of BiLSTM framework and thus

enhances the detection accuracy by providing explanations

for each learning prediction. The proposed method was

examined by two datasets, namely Honeypot and NSL-

KDD, respectively. The performance of the proposed

BiLSTM-XAI method is higher and the NSL-KDD dataset

achieves better performance than dataset. The performance

metrics such as accuracy (A), precision (P), specificity

(SP), F1-score and Recall (R ) are applied to evaluate the

efficiency of the proposed method. The classification

accuracy of the proposed BiLSTM-XAI method is higher

compared to federated deep learning mechanism

(DeepFed), artificial intelligence enabled multimodal

fusion-based intrusion detection system (AIMMF-IDS),

experience driven attack design with federated learning

Fig. 5 Confusion matrix, a honeypot dataset, b NSL-KDD dataset

Fig. 6 Detection rate analysis
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Fig. 7 Performance metrics

analysis of the proposed

BiLSTM-XAI method

Fig. 8 ROC curve analysis
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based intrusion detection (EDADFL-ID) and Multi-Aspect

Data Streams-anomaly detection (MDS-AD). The obtained

detection rate of Honeypot is 97.2% and the NSL-KDD

dataset is 95.8%, respectively. In future, the unknown

adversarial attacks in the network will be determined

effectively using some other hybrid metaheuristic

approaches.

Fig. 9 Performance analysis of a honeypot dataset, b NSL-KDD dataset

Fig. 10 Classification accuracy

analysis
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